READY RESPONSE SOLUTIONS

Why Evolve
We are a purpose-built production
company forged by fabricators,
producers & operators. Our expertise in
the design, fabrication and rapid
deployment of modular structures
makes us unique within the industry.
Our award winning work is executed
with industry-leading resources
leveraging our 30 years of supporting
world class companies. We set out
every day to be our partners’ most
trusted and forward thinking provider
across the spectrum of ready response
structural solutions.

Evolve Advantages
We have experience responding to natural disasters
and operating amidst crisis situations. In the volatile
world of live events and pandemics, our pre-event
contingency planning protocol, national infrastructure
and on-call readiness allows for rapid and thoughtful
response to risk potentials, big and small.
Our fabrication and event production discipline works
hand in hand with our logistics and equipment
planning team. Designing and building purposeful
environments, pairing them with the best equipment,
drivers and producers and placing them in the right
location is the formula to successful execution.
Rooted in the experiential industry and grounded in the
trucking/transport industry, our internal team and
extended network of partner suppliers allows us to
execute with confidence in any location, around the
world and in any situation.

Design + Build
Our in-house design team drives
concepting — environmental and
UX design — modeling — CAD
design — and build-ready
engineered drawings. Our
seasoned fabricators are skilled in
the specialized arena of
expandable trailers, mobile
kitchens, custom containers, pods
and superstructures, tents, pop-up
footprints and exhibits & displays. A
recent acquisition at the end of
2019 expands of our fabrication
infrastructure, more than tripling our
output capabilities.

Custom Trailers
We design, build, maintain and
operate a purposeful inventory of
custom trailers for our partners to
leverage. If we don't have it, we'll build
it or find the right solution. From 53’
double expandable mobile kitchens to
open stage trailers to climate
controlled enclosed sterile
environments, anything is possible
within the range of trailer formats and
sizes.

Custom Vehicles
We design, build, maintain and
operate modified vehicles for a variety
of uses including mobile kitchens and
food trucks, mobile offices & meeting
spaces, hospitality and entertainment.
From RVs & coaches to busses, straight
trucks and step vans, we can
customize your vision and mobilize it
rapidly.

Custom Container & Pod
Structures
We design, build and operate
shipping container and pod-based
structures — everything from single
unit food vending containers to selfunloading expandable pods to multiunit superstructures. The container/
pod-style builds provide many of the
infrastructure benefits of brick-andmortar with added mobility and
quick deployment at more favorable
construction and operations costs.

Tents Structures
We will work around the clock to
provide vital services after a disaster
strikes via the widest range of tented
structures available. Our partnership
with Arena Americas allow for rapid
design & build as well as deployment
of rental tents and structures to provide
shelter, sterile rooms & work
environments, HVAC/climate control,
power, and lighting to support victims
and relief workers.

Logistics & Operations
Our deep bench of skilled drivers and
production managers have
transported and managed our clients'
assets covering millions of miles under
structured management and
compliance of all USDOT
implementation and reporting,
including hazmat certifications.
Additionally, our operations team
helps design and and manage routing
logistics and schedules, inclusive of site
research, negotiations and
contracting as needed.

Field Production +
Specialized Staff
Our trained specialists in the art of
field production produce event sites
across the globe at city centers,
music festivals, stadiums, convention
centers, bars and restaurants, on
mountain tops, beaches, corporate
headquarters and college
campuses. Tell us what you need
done and where and we'll make it
happen.

Warehousing + Logistics
Over 130,000 sq ft between our
Wisconsin and Ohio facilities. Each
location houses a fabrication shop,
shipping and receiving bays,
designated spaces for indoor staging,
immersive production and operations
training, equipment resets, fulfillment
services and racking solutions for
program assets. We also manage a
network of storage and warehousing
facilities around the country.

Locations & Reach
We have global reach, having
produced events in 14 countries.
In 2019, we operated in 43 states
on behalf of our clients. Our two
large fabrication and warehousing
facilities reside in Wisconsin
(located between Chicago and
Milwaukee) and outside of
Cleveland, OH. We have remote
warehousing units strategically
located in core activation markets
that support high volumes of client
work and are in the home bases of
our remote field production &
operations staff.

Network
We leverage our network of best-inclass complimentary suppliers across
the spectrum of live event & field
production, providing our clients a
one-stop solution through Evolve. We
organize and manage best-fit team
for the job — tenting, HVAC,
interactive technology, IT, power,
sanitation, security & crowd control
and mass critical incident
management. A few of our key
partners are listed here, but we have
a deep roster to tap depending on
the need.

Arena Americas is a market share leader with the largest tent/
clearspan structure and arcum structure rental inventory in North
America. They also offer highly technical and specialized services,
including in-house design and manufacturing capabilities, strong
custom graphics capabilities and industry-leading safety and training
protocols.
Clair Solutions is an industry leader in designing, installing and
supporting the most advanced technology solutions,
specializing in the fields of audio, video, lighting, data, rigging,
control, acoustics and broadcast.

Next/Now is an award-winning digital experience studio that creates
unforgettable moments of connection through platforms such as
virtual reality, augmented reality, motion & gesture, projecting
mapping, multi-touch surfaces and 3D animated worlds.

